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Introduction 
You are doing something amazing – you are 
learning to communicate in a new language. 
You are not alone – over a billion other people 
are doing the same thing. Being able to speak in 
more than one language is incredible – imagine 
how many more people you can talk to and get to 
know! No wonder so many people want to try.  

However, it is not so easy to learn a new language. 
It is slow and takes time. Everyone experiences 
difficulties and makes mistakes – that is a 
normal part of the learning process. There are 
also high points when you succeed though – can 
you read a whole text and understand most of it 
(like this!)? Or can you speak with someone and 
they understand you? It is important to remind 
yourself of those moments of success which add 
to your abilities over time. ‘Use it or lose it’ – only 
when we use the language do we improve.  

In this reflective toolkit, we focus on things you 
can do to help yourself become an effective 
language learner. The toolkit has self-reflection 
tasks to prompt you to think about language 
learning and you as a learner. They are divided 
into 10 chapters. You can just go to the chapter 
you think is most useful for you or you can work 
through all the chapters in order. It is up to you!  

Find more materials, blogs, and activities like this at www.oup.com/elt/findthewords
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Chapter 1 – Developing a growth mindset  

1.1 Mindset prompt
Answer the following statements about language learning – circle whether you agree or disagree:  

Your abilities as a language learner are fixed and 
cannot be changed.  AGREE DISAGREE

Everyone can learn a language with motivation, effort, 
and good learning strategies. AGREE DISAGREE

You can learn new things in a language, but you cannot 
change your overall language learning ability.  AGREE DISAGREE

Making mistakes is a chance to learn something new to 
help you improve in a language.  AGREE DISAGREE
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Statements 1 and 3 reflect a fixed mindset and statements 3 and 4 reflect a growth mindset. The 
statements you agree with reflects the kind of mindset you have at the moment – this can change. 
Everyone tends to have some fixed and some growth mindset beliefs. 

A researcher called Carol Dweck suggested people have two possible types of mindset – ways of 
thinking about intelligence or ability. A fixed mindset is when a person believes that their abilities 
as a language learner are fixed and cannot be changed. A growth mindset is when a person 
believes they can improve their abilities as a language learner with motivation, effort, and effective 
learning strategies. It is probably clear why holding a growth mindset is more helpful for learning. 
It means you are aware that everyone can improve. It means mistakes are an opportunity to 
learn and do not reflect a fundamental ability. People who have a growth mindset about language 
learning are usually more willing to try out new language, they speak up more, they worry less 
about mistakes, and they recognise that learning a language requires effort and hard work. In 
these tasks, you will be asked to think about your mindset and how to develop more of a growth 
mindset. 
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1.2 Keeping a mindset log 
Mindsets exist in all different domains – you can have a growth mindset in language learning 
but perhaps more of a fixed mindset in music. For the next two weeks, keep a diary and note 
down any time you hear something or think something which suggests a certain mindset. It can 
be in any area – not just language learning – as the main purpose is to start noticing when you 
see mindsets around you. Look at films, TV, or advertisements as you may find instances there 
too. The first line in the table is an example to illustrate what this could look like. 

1.3 Understanding my successes (and failures)  
Everyone has moments of success learning a language and failures are also a normal part of 
the process. When you have a growth mindset, you explain the reasons for your successes 
and failures as being things you can change. For example, if you explained your success as just 
luck, this would mean there is nothing you could do to ensure another success in the future (a 
fixed mindset). If you explained a failure as because the teacher just did not like you, this is also 
something out of your control so offers no useful advice for the future (fixed mindset). Instead, if 
you explain successes or failures as being due to the amount of time you spent preparing, about 
how well prepared you were, what strategies you used, the tools you used, how you managed 
your time – all of these are things you have control over so you can work on them in the future 
using them again if they worked well or adapting if you need to make changes. Below is a table to 
complete with any moments of success that you have had in recent months. Think about why you 
were successful and what lessons or ideas this gives you to be successful again in the future.  

What did you hear, see, read or 
think which implied a mindset? 

In what context did this 
happen?

Fixed, growth or mixed 
mindset? 

I heard an actress say: I cannot 
paint his portrait as I have no 
talent for art. 

She said this is about art in 
the film XYZ.

It showed a fixed mindset 
about her ability to paint.  

What was your moment of 
success? 

Why were you successful? What can you learn from 
this for the future? 
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Chapter 2 – Knowing my strengths   
Nobody is completely good at everything or completely bad at everything. Everyone 
has strengths and weaknesses. While most people find it easy to identify their 
weaknesses, people often have more difficulty knowing what their strengths are. 
However, when we know our strengths, we can find ways to use them in different 
contexts. This can give us confidence and help us grow as we build on our strengths. 
We can learn not only from mistakes but from finding new ways to use our 
strengths too.  
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2.1 Strengths checklist 
Sometimes it is hard to think about what your strengths as a language learner are. Think of all the 
times you were successful or what kind of things you know help you to learn effectively. It might 
also be useful to brainstorm ideas with a friend. Below is a checklist of some possible strengths 
for language learning – you can add others. Use it to raise your awareness of what you do well 
and how such a strength could help you in other ways. You could do this task alone or why not 
interview a partner? 
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A strength When I last used it When I last used it 

I plan my time for studying

I organize my vocabulary 

I read regularly in English

I watch videos in English 

I listen to podcasts in English

I write a diary in English

I am motivated to learn more 
language 

I am curious about new 
words

I am able to concentrate and 
not get distracted when I 
have a task to do

I know where to go for help 
in language learning

I am not afraid to speak up 
and use the language

I am happy to practice the 
language out of class

I enjoy working on grammar 
activities

I always try to learn from my 
mistakes
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2.2 Seeking positive feedback  
Sometimes other people can recognize our strengths more easily than we can ourselves. Think of 
people who know you well and ask them to tell you one strength they recognize in you. People to 
ask may include family members, neighbours, friends, and teachers. They may suggest things you 
do not immediately associate with language learning, but they are probably relevant. For example, 
a neighbour might tell you that a strength of yours is being kind. When you are a kind person, 
you may find it easier to build relationships with people, work well with others in class, and get 
to know strangers and new cultures – all these things help you learn a language and become a 
good communicator. Below, draw a mind map of all the strengths people mention and that you 
recognise in yourself. See if you can make connections between them and add explicit links to 
language learning.  
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Chapter 3 – Setting goals   
What would you like to be able to achieve with your language skills? These are your 
goals and visions for the future. Having clearly formulated goals can help to keep 
us motivated and remind us of why we are working hard to improve. In addition, 
when we achieve goals, it can also boost our motivation as we become aware of 
the progress we are making. Sometimes a goal may seem so far away that it seems 
unachievable. However, if we break big goals down into smaller goals, this can make 
it easier for us to see what steps we need to take. Goals are essential for giving us 
direction and keeping us motivated. 
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3.1 Vision board 
In this task, you get to think about your future 
self who uses the language. What would you 
like to do with the language? How would 
you like to see yourself in the future in the 
language? Where would you like to use it  
and who with? 

A vision board is a visual representation of 
your goals and aspirations. Take a big sheet 
of paper or part of a cardboard box and then 
decorate it with images or text to inspire you 
with your own personal vision of your future 
language using self. Look online for ideas, 
maybe cut out pictures from magazines, draw 
your own images, write a list of motivational 
statements about who you would like to 
become, print images or texts from the 
internet about using languages. It can include 
anything that helps you see your goals for 
using the language in your future life. Hang 
it in a place you see regularly to boost your 
motivation and remind yourself what you  
are aiming for. Be creative and have fun 
making this! 
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3.2 Break down big goals into SMART goals 
If you have a big goal, such as being able to read an authentic young adult novel by the summer 
break, you need to think about what steps would take you there and break down the big goal into 
smaller goals. For example, depending where you are now in your reading abilities, some smaller 
steps could include start reading for 15 minutes in English every day, read graded readers, try 
reading different text types, add 10 minutes of vocabulary work every day, read longer texts 
online, use a dictionary to look up unknown words, identify an easy young adult novel to start with 
maybe reading together with a reading buddy, finally, choose your own young adult novel and 
read it over summer break – big goal achieved. Even though smaller goals help create a pathway 
to follow, they can feel still quite vague. This is where SMART goals come in.  

SMART goals stand for: 

Specific   Clearly defined and detailed. 

Measurable   Having something to measure so you can see when you achieve it.  

Achievable   It must be realistic that you can achieve it.  

Relevant   It should match your overall big goal. 

Time-bound   Within a set timeframe.

Look at any big goals you have, break them into smaller SMART goals. Once you meet a SMART 
goal, you can tick it off and set a fresh one to move you closer to your big goal. The table below 
can help you write down your goal and check if it is SMART.  
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Goal Specific Measurable Achievable Relevant Time-bound 

I will read 
one online 
article in a 
newspaper 
or magazine 
(not a blog) 
every day for 
a month and 
will keep a 
record of how 
long and what 
it was about in 
a reading log 
so I notice my 
progress

One article 
from a 
newspaper 
or 
magazine, 
not a blog 

I will keep 
a record of 
what has 
been read 
in a reading 
log so I can 
see my 
achievement 
and progress 

I have the 
language 
to do this 
and can 
look up any 
unknown 
words and 
add them 
to my log 
book. It is 
a realistic 
amount of 
time 

This will 
help me 
to become 
more 
proficient at 
reading in 
English  

It is every 
day for one 
month 
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Chapter 4 – Keeping up motivation 
Learning a language is a long and slow process. It is easy to sometimes lose 
motivation. But we can get it back and, indeed, it is normal that motivation goes 
through ups and downs for everyone. Some of the other chapters in this toolkit also 
help with motivation such as focusing on strengths, having pathways to overcome 
obstacles, and setting goals. All of the chapters can boost your motivation so if you 
are struggling, you may want to look at the other chapters too. In this chapter, we 
offer two suggestions of things you can do to maintain your motivation. 
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4.1 Keeping a portfolio 
A great way to boost your motivation is to remind yourself of just how much you can do and how 
much progress you have already made in the language. To do this, it is worth keeping a portfolio 
– this can be a folder of materials or a digital portfolio where you store all your accomplishments 
in the language. You can keep all the things you have done in one place and you can deliberately 
create new things to add to it such as recording yourself talking about your favourite language 
learning experience or writing a blog post about how you could imagine yourself using the 
language ten years from now! A portfolio can be a record of past accomplishments, but it can also 
include things you want to deliberately create or add. The key is to be well organised whether it 
is in a real or digital folder. Once you have it established, you can use it to show your progress to 
family, teachers, or future employers or you can simply use it to remind yourself of how much you 
have achieved and give yourself a motivation boost! 

Ideas of things you could include: written texts, examples of things you read or listened to, 
vocabulary tests, audio or video recordings you made, feedback from others, copies of pages of 
coursebooks, pictures of things related to language learning that motivate you etc.  

4.2 Seek out the English-speaking world 
Learning English is a key which opens up connections with people across the globe. There 
are literally billions of people who speak English as either one of their first languages or as an 
additional language. Knowing English means you can communicate with them and learn about 
their worlds. Sometimes when learning a language, it can feel rather isolated. To boost your 
motivation, reach out to others and share and be inspired by how English can connect people. 
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Here are a list of ideas – not all of them will suit you or be appropriate - but see which ones could 
be worth exploring alone or with a friend.   

1.  Find a buddy in your school or class who wants to practice speaking in English and make a 
time to meet regularly to do this. You could even maybe get an English-speaking group or club 
started if there were more than two of you! 

2.  Read blogs by language learners online and perhaps use the comment function to start a 
dialogue if a text resonates with you. See how they are finding it.  

3.  Attend webinars about language learning and find out what tips others have for doing this 
successfully.  

4.  Get watching TV, videos or YouTube to boost your experience of using English successfully. 

5.  Also read different things in English – blogs, newspapers, novels, song lyrics – to see how much 
you can understand in English.  

6.  See if your school can set up an exchange scheme with partners learning or using English in 
other countries.  

7.  Find ways to use English in your daily life such as changing your phone settings to English 
or listening to a podcast in English. See if there are any English speakers in local shops or 
restaurants who would be willing to talk in English for extra practice! 

8.  Have fun in English – try out gaming programmes or apps in English or maybe there is an 
English-speaking sports club, music, or drama group in your community. You might be 
surprised to find there are more English opportunities locally than you think. 
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Chapter 5 – Understanding my emotions 
Learning anything involves emotions – sometimes we get a positive boost 
of happiness, excitement, or pride. Other times, we experience frustration, 
disappointment, or insecurity. It is important to acknowledge we all experience 
a range of emotions, and it is normal to have emotional highs and lows. If we can 
understand our emotions and acknowledge them, it is easier for us to work with 
them. Ignoring them is not a healthy, long-term strategy. Instead, recognising and 
being able to label emotions helps us to understand what we are feeling and how 
we could respond. It is also useful to be able to communicate our feelings to others, 
especially if we are feeling overwhelmed by our emotions and need help.  

© Oxford University Press – Sarah Mercer – February 2023 #FindTheWords

5.1 My emotions diary  
One way to become aware of and better understand emotions is to keep an emotions diary. 
Every day for a month, you can sit quietly at the end of the day and think back over the different 
emotions you felt, either generally or specifically in relation to your language learning. You may 
want to note a range of emotions each day, or just focus on one specific emotion. Doing this 
regularly, you will reflect on what emotions you felt, what was the cause of your feeling that 
emotion, and how it affected your behaviour. This helps you to become more emotionally aware, 
and you can take steps to manage the emotions more effectively, such as considering whether 
you might want to respond differently in the future. Two examples are given in the table to give 
you some ideas of how the emotions diary could look.  
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The 
emotion(s) 
I felt 

The situation and cause How it affected my behaviour now and for 
the future 

Pride The teacher praised the story 
I wrote about an explorer 
discovering a deserted town.

It really boosted my motivation and inspired 
me to work hard on my next writing piece. I 
have done well once so know I can do it again 
with effort and commitment. 

Insecurity I was asked give a 
presentation to the whole 
class on the group work we 
had done but I had been 
distracted by my phone so 
was not 100% confident I 
knew all the things we had 
discussed.

This experience made me uncomfortable as 
I had joined in the group work but had spent 
some time distracted. This meant when the 
teacher asked me to report for the whole 
group, I was unsure of what to say and felt 
unprepared. In the future, I need to try to stay 
focused and on task so I feel more confident 
and prepared in case I need to speak in front 
of everyone.  
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5.2 Spotting the positives   
Humans tend towards seeing and remembering negative experiences more easily than positive 
emotions. This means we sometimes lose sight or even overlook the positive experiences we 
have. Life is made up of both, but occasionally we need to make efforts to actively notice the 
positives. When we do, it helps us keep a balanced perspective and strengthens our wellbeing 
and motivation. This activity is a scavenger hunt to seek out all your positives surrounding your 
language learning experiences. Doing it regularly (at least once per month or even every week) 
will help you start to notice positives around you more easily. You can either note down all the 
positives you find in a portfolio, a diary, or write them down on bits of paper and store them in 
a ‘positivity jar’. When ever you need reminding of the positives around you, you can revisit the 
portfolio, diary, or jar for a boost! 

• Find a task in class you enjoyed. 

• Think of something new you learned. 

• Remember a conversation you had that was nice.  

• Find a piece of music in English you like. 

• Look out for pictures that inspire you. 

• Write down what you can do now in English that you could not do six months ago.  

• Look for a classmate acting kindly to someone else. 

• Take a picture or friends, family, or classmates smiling.  

• Add a text (written or listening) that you find difficult but understand. 

• Write down how you felt when a teacher or classmate gives you praise or encouragement.  

• Take a photograph of a place you feel comfortable. 

• Find a motivational quote about learning or languages.  

• Search for a story of a successful language learner. 

• Include a new word in English that you love for whatever reason! 

• Add a song, poem, or short story in English that inspires you. 

• Add your own ideas!
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Chapter 6 – Managing my anxiety 
Speaking in a foreign language can create nervousness and anxiety for some people. 
It is completely understandable. Speaking in another language means that you may 
not know all the words, you may make mistakes, and you may not quite be able to 
say exactly what you want to say – how frustrating! However, this is a normal part 
of using a language – everyone feels the same way! Once we realise that these are 
experiences common to everyone, then it becomes less stressful, and you start to 
feel less anxious. You begin to realise that speaking up in a language is nothing to 
worry about and actually shows how brave and adventurous you are. In addition, 
most people you use the language with will be very sympathetic and supportive as 
they will be impressed at you making efforts to communicate. All the chapters in 
this toolkit will help reduce your anxiety by ensuring you have strategies to manage 
your learning, feel more confident, and know your strengths. Simply being prepared 
for work in class can be a key strategy to reduce anxiety. However, sometimes the 
physical feeling of anxiety can take over us during presentations or taking tests. 
Below are two ideas and maybe one of them may help if you find yourself feeling 
anxious in class.  

© Oxford University Press – Sarah Mercer – February 2023 #FindTheWords

6.1 Finding my calm place   
If you experience anxiety in respect to using the language, it is good to have some strategies to 
calm your nerves. This might be counting to ten and doing slow, gentle breathing exercises. It 
could be having a favourite pebble from the beach in your pocket and holding it in your hand and 
thinking of the beach when you speak. It could also be a positive memory that you go to in order 
to surround your mind with pleasant, soothing emotions.  

In visualization techniques, people think of a place they love, feel comfortable and relaxed in, and 
have positive memories of. Take some time now to think of such a place. Perhaps close your eyes. 
Think in detail using all your five senses: What you can see, hear, smell, feel, taste? How do you 
feel emotionally? Now imagine yourself being in that place and being asked to speak or do the 
task you have been asked to do in the language. Try to visualise yourself in your calm place doing 
the task. Let the positive effects of the place help you perform the task in your mind – envisage 
going through the task – what do you say, how do you stand, where do you look? Replay this 
vision in which you practice your task in your calm place. It will help you feel prepared and will link 
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the task in your mind with a place that can lower your anxiety. If you think it will help, you could 
even draw an image of you doing the task in that place and keep it with you to look at and give you 
a boost when you need it. 

6.2 Body scan meditation and breathing exercise 
Many people find meditation, mindfulness, and breathing exercises to be effective ways of 
reducing anxiety. There are many tools online and apps that can help you develop these habits. 
Here is a simplified version that you can try before a language task to prepare yourself or you do 
this regularly as part of your wellbeing practice.  

• Sit in your chair with both feet on the ground and your hands resting on your knees.  

• Close your eyes and focus on your body and this moment. Don’t worry if your mind wanders but 
try to bring it back to this activity.  

• Breathe in slowly and deeply through the nose counting to five. Then breathe out through the 
mouth counting to ten. Don’t worry if you cannot reach 5 or 10 breaths – it only matters that 
your breathing is slow, deep, and steady. 

• Move your attention through your body trying to relax your muscles and let go of any stress or 
tension. 

• Start with your toes, then ankles, knees, and thighs. Then think about your stomach area and 
back. Think about your lungs as you breathe deeply. Move up to your neck and shoulders. 
Concentrate on your wrists and fingers. Finally, consider your face – eyes, mouth, lips. Try to 
relax everything and keep your breathing steady. 

• Do this for 3-5 minutes depending on what you find comfortable. 

• When you have finished, open your eyes gently and reflect on how you feel and whether this has 
helped to calm you.  
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Chapter 7 – Boosting my wellbeing  
Wellbeing refers to how satisfied and happy you feel in your life at school and 
generally. Our wellbeing is complex and can change over time. It is affected by a 
range of things including stressors, social factors, workload, as well as experiences 
in our personal lives. In this section, we focus on how to boost our wellbeing 
for language learning. When we have higher wellbeing, we can cope better with 
difficulties, we can think more creatively, and we are more motivated to work on 
learning and using the language. Naturally, many of the other chapters will help our 
overall wellbeing such as having a growth mindset, knowing how to manage our 
anxieties, and being aware of and using our strengths.   
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7.1 My identities 
School life is usually just one part of a learner’s life and identities. You are sure to have other 
things in your lives. This could be (1) friends and family, (2) hobbies that you enjoy, (3) books, TV 
shows, pop groups, or films you are passionate about, (4) pets that you love, (5) sports teams you 
follow or take part in yourself, (6) or social causes that you are dedicated to. No doubt you have 
many other ideas you could add.  

There are two reasons it is important to remind ourselves of these different facets of our lives. 
Firstly, it is important to make time in our busy schedules to enjoy these other identities. This 
helps us keep emotionally balanced and time away from school can refresh our minds making 
it easier for us to re-engage after a break. The second reason is that being aware of the other 
aspects of our lives reminds us to keep a sense of perspective on school life and work. It is only 
one part of who we are and our lives are comprised of many other aspects which are valuable 
and which also define who we are. We are all precious in our uniqueness and diversity.  

In the outline below, add text, pictures, or draw aspects of your multiple identities to make a 
collage about you. Use this to remind yourself of your multiple identities and also to prompt 
yourself to make time for other dimensions of your life outside of school. A particularly exciting 
feature of this collage is that it can grow as you take up new hobbies or find new things you 
become passionate about! You can keep adding to it and growing your identities!
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7.2 Kindness challenge 
At first sight, you may think that this activity will help others more than you, but, in fact, being kind 
is known to strengthen your wellbeing. If you help others and engage in acts of kindness, it not 
only boosts how others feel but it also enhances how you feel. Put simply, we feel good when we 
do good for others. There are many ways in which we can be kind to others – it can simply be a 
smile to somebody we pass in the hallway or it can be lending a friend your favourite baseball bat. 
Before you start this task, it is good to brainstorm ideas for how you can be kind to others – there 
is no need to spend any money. Kindness costs nothing, except time and thoughtfulness.  

Below is a choice board of acts of kindness you can do. The challenge is to complete the whole 
board within a two-week period. If you find any of the suggestions unsuitable, feel free to replace 
them with other ideas you may have. After completing the kindness board, reflect on how it made 
you feel. Think of ways you can make kindness into a daily habit and maybe even keep a kindness 
journal for a month noting your own acts of kindness as well as any other people you may 
observe being kind! 

Hold the door  
open for  
someone

Leave a note for  
a classmate telling 
them something  

you like about 
 them

Sit with someone  
at break time 

or lunch who is 
perhaps alone

Collect litter and 
 put it in the bin

Offer to help an 
elderly neighbour 
– maybe walk their 

dog, mow their lawn, 
carry their shopping, 
take their trash out

Sort out your old 
books or toys and 
donate to a local 

charity

Offer to help  
out your family 
at home with 

household jobs

Write a thank-you 
note to somebody 
who helped you in 

the past

Pay somebody  
a compliment

Share your  
favourite game, 

book, or film  
with a friend

Make a  
homemade  

gift for someone 
special 

Leave a positive 
motivational note  

for a stranger  
to find

START

FINISH



Chapter 8 – Overcoming obstacles  
Everyone encounters difficulties when learning a language but to be successful 
you need a plan or strategies for how to overcome them. It is important not to be 
overwhelmed when things do not go well but to think what you can do to improve 
the situation. Ignoring the problem is not a solution. You need to think of a way 
forward. If your problem is low motivation, some of the ideas in chapter 4 may  
help. If your problem is anxiety, some advice in chapter 6 may be useful. If you  
lack confidence, chapters 2 and 3 may help you see your strengths and your 
progress. The key is to recognise what is an obstacle for you and then find a way  
to overcome it.     
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8.1 Matching problems and advice 
Below are some pieces of advice given to language learners. Look at the list of problems which 
are typical for many learners. Consider which piece of advice would match which problem – more 
than one piece of advice might be useful at once. Knowing your own difficulties, think which 
pieces of advice might be useful for you too and perhaps add some ideas of your own. You may 
want to see how many pieces of advice you and your classmates can come up with.  

Examples of problems:

• Worried about speaking in front of others. Useful advice:____________________ 

• Frustrated by slow progress. Useful advice:____________________ 

• Don’t have enough time to practice the language. Useful advice:____________________ 

• Finding it hard to remember new language. Useful advice:____________________ 

• Overwhelmed in listening exercises by pace and accents. Useful advice:___________________ 
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(A) Become aware of self-talk 
– are you talking negatively to 
yourself about your language 
learning? Can you reframe 
how you talk to yourself more 
positively? Instead of saying ‘I 
can’t do this’, try saying, ‘I can’t 
do this yet, but I know I can 
improve and am going to look 
for strategies to help me’.  

(B) Make a portfolio or wallchart 
which lists all your successes 
and progress towards your 
goals. This will make your 
achievements visible and show 
your improvement. 

(C) Find people in class, in your 
local community, or in a safe 
online space where you can 
practice English. Maybe there 
is a buddy programme where 
you can meet others who also 
want to practice English- Or 
perhaps a tandem programme 
in which a partner is willing to 
speak English with you if you 
can share your other language 
skills with them. There are so 
many people who want to also 
practice English – you just have 
to go and find them. 

(D) Watch TV, films, YouTube 
or listen to podcasts or music 
in the language. The more rich 
and varied the types of listening 
activities you engage with, the 
easier listening will eventually 
become. Seek out people from 
different language backgrounds 
using English and get used 
to the diverse ways in which 
English is spoken. 

(E) Talk to yourself in English! 
If you are on the bus or in the 
shower, run through practice 
dialogues, imagine what you 
would say and how you would 
respond to others. Imagine 
that your speaking partner 
is a famous person who you 
admire – it is a great way to use 
the language with them… at 
least in your mind although the 
practice is real!

(F) If you need to learn 
vocabulary, there are many 
apps than can help you do 
this or you can create vocab 
games for yourself online 
such as memory or dominoes. 
Alternatively, write words you 
want to remember on post-it 
notes and leave them around 
your room to prompt your 
memory!

(G) Reading is a great way to 
expand vocabulary and also 
help you see grammar used 
in context. Start with easier 
reading texts such as comics, 
then maybe try a graded 
reader, move up to short 
storiesm and eventually to 
novels. The most important 
thing is to pick topics and 
styles you enjoy so reading is a 
pleasure and not a pain!

(H) If you are struggling to 
keep your learning organised, 
you might want to find a study 
buddy. Someone in your class 
who will work together with 
you. You can set goals together, 
make study plans, think about 
learning strategies, and check 
on each other’s experiences 
and progress. 

(I) To get extra writing practice, 
why not keep a journal where 
you write down what you did 
each day and your plans for the 
week. Simply writing regularly 
will help your fluency and will 
also activate vocabulary. If you 
are comfortable sharing your 
writing, maybe a teacher or 
family member can even give 
you feedback. 
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8.2 Collecting ideas for your first aid kit 
Everyone experiences difficulties in different areas of their language learning. To be prepared 
in case you experience a problem, you can make a first aid kit! Each of the bags below is for 
overcoming obstacles in different areas of your language learning. As you work through this 
toolkit, talk to your teacher or peers in school, or read advice online, collect ideas and advice 
here under each heading to refer to if you need to in the future. Each case has a different area of 
language learning and contains one piece of advice to get you going! It is best to be prepared in 
case you have difficulties.  

Vocabulary
Make flashcards so you can revise words or make a game out of them to play with a friend. 

Grammar 
Find extra practice quizzes online if you need to see or work through more examples. 

Reading 
If you want to learn about a topic, even for another school subject, why not find blogs or articles in 
English – it gives you extra language practice as well as the information you are looking for. 

Writing 
See if your school or an approved online site can find you a penpal – someone to exchange 
emails with so you practice the language and get to know someone from another part of the 
world. 

Speaking 
Arrange to send voice messages to a friend from class in English instead of writing each other 
messages.  

Listening 
Listen to your favourite musicians and try to work out the lyrics before you check them online.  
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Chapter 9 – Organising my learning    
Part of being a successful language learner is knowing how to organise your 
learning and many of the tasks in this toolkit will help you to manage your learning 
and maintain your motivation. Effective study habits and ways of organising your 
work will help reduce your stress and give you a sense of control over your learning. 
Sometimes you may find you are managing things better than at other times, and 
this is normal as our stress can change over time. It is important to review your 
learning regularly to see if there are areas in which you need to make changes.  

© Oxford University Press – Sarah Mercer – February 2023 #FindTheWords

9.1 Rate the time management strategies 
There are many different time management strategies and the best way to find the one that 
suits you is by trying them out. Time management is about organising your time so you can work 
effectively and reduce distractions, but also to ensure you set enough time aside to engage in 
hobbies, sport, and leisure time with family and friends. Time management is not about working 
more, but working more effectively. Below is a table of time management strategies. You may 
want to search online to find out more information about them. Try each one out in the coming 
weeks and rate how effective you found it giving it a score from 1 (not effective at all) to 10 (very 
effective). You may want to get a friend to try this out too so you can compare your scores and 
experiences. 
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Time management strategy Rating from 1–10 (1-not effective;  
10-very effective) 

Pomodoro technique – When working on 
a task, set the timer and work for 20-25 
minutes without stopping. Then take a 
5-10 minute break and repeat. After three 
repetitions, take a longer break.  

Time blocking – Divide your work into chunks 
and then concentrate on one thing at once 
so your work is not fragmented.

Eisenhower matrix – A technique to organise 
work is according to how urgent and how 
important it is. You concentrate on what 
needs doing and when. It helps set priorities. 

To-do lists – Simply writing down what needs 
to be done this month, this week, and today. 
Ticking things off when completed.

Identifying time usage – This means keeping 
a journal for a week to see what you spend 
time on every day so you can identify gaps 
and places you may need to be wiser in how 
you use your time.  

Eat your frogs first – This refers to identifying 
your most difficult and unpleasant task to be 
done (your frog) and doing it first to avoid 
procrastination. 
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9.2 Reflective journal 
In order to manage your learning well, you need to know what progress you are making, where 
your strengths and weaknesses are, where you can go for help, and how to manage time and 
commitments. One way to understand yourself and your language learning is to keep a reflective 
journal where you think about your learning and experiences. This helps you know yourself as a 
learner and your learning habits better. Once you are self-aware, you can decide if there are areas 
you need help with or things you wish to change. You may wish to keep a written or oral journal 
every day or once per week. Its purpose is for you to learn about yourself, and it is not intended 
that anyone else reads or listens to it. Below are some prompts that may guide your reflection: 

• What did I learn today/this week? 

• What do I feel confident about in my learning? 

• What areas do I feel I need to work more on? 

• What strategies worked well/did not work well? 

• What obstacles did I encounter and how did I overcome them? 

• How effective was my time management?  

• What resources did I find helpful? 

• How did I maintain my motivation? 

• What are my goals for tomorrow/next week? 

• Are there any changes I wish to make to my learning approach? 
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Try cooking a new recipe 
following instructions in 
English only

Join a safe, approved online 
community to speak English 
or play games in English 

Create a vlog or blog  
about learning English 

Offer to mentor a less 
experienced language learner 
and help them to learn 

Write a poem, short story, 
or song lyrics in English 

Try translating something 
that is meaningful to you 
from one of your other  
languages into English  

Chapter 10 – Being a language learning  
adventurer    
So, you have taken the brave step to learn another language – how exciting! This 
makes you a language learning adventurer – willing to explore new areas, put 
yourself in new contexts, and try expressing yourself in new ways. It means you 
are brave, willing to learn, not afraid of making mistakes, and keen to explore 
something new – how impressive! Naturally, it is not always easy to be a bold and 
brave language learning adventurer every day, but it is something we can keep 
working on to push ourselves to new heights and experiences! You should be proud 
of yourself for taking on the challenge of learning another language and every single 
new word you learn is a new step in your adventure! 

© Oxford University Press – Sarah Mercer – February 2023 #FindTheWords

10.1 Climb the mountain to see the views! 
To keep making progress in language learning, we need to 
keep trying out new things and be bold in exploring new 
spaces. Below is a mountain with different stages that  
you can climb up to the top. At each of the six  
points, you should write in goals that push you  
a little out of your comfort zone and represent  
new things you have not yet done in the  
language. Some examples are given  
but depending on your level of  
proficiency, you may want to  
write in different things so that  
there is the right level of challenge  
and new experience for you! 
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10.2 Experimental language list and jar 
Every time we use a language, we risk making mistakes, but these are a normal part of language 
learning and use. In fact, when we make mistakes, we show we are pushing ourselves out of the 
familiar range of language and trying out new things – it is the best example of being a language 
adventurer!  

At the beginning of every week, note down new language you would like to try out and use (your 
list of experimental language!). Maybe create a card with the language on to keep in your pocket 
or make a note of it on your phone. When you try it out in either writing or speaking, check to see 
if it is used correctly and ask for feedback if need be. If it is correct, you can tick it off your list. If 
not, you simply move it on to the list for next week to try working with it again. When you have 
used language correctly, add it to a jar on a piece of paper. Once a month, revisit the jar. See if 
you still feel comfortable using that language or if you need to reintroduce it to your experimental 
language list to revise it. You will also see as the jar fills up just how much new language you have 
learned! Be brave and bold trying out new language – don’t worry if it stays on the list for a couple 
of weeks, eventually you are certain to master it. The amazing thing is you are pushing yourself to 
experiment with new language and challenging yourself to new levels of language proficiency – 
well done!  
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